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ABSTRACT 

 

In light of ongoing efforts on the part of large technology companies to eradicate extremist 

content and associated accounts from their platforms, Flashpoint analysts conducted 

high-level research to determine what insights into Islamic State (ISIS, IS) propaganda 

distribution tactics could be derived from the Deep & Dark Web (DDW). With the 

understanding that propaganda materials are typically uploaded to multiple content-hosting 

platforms and the associated links shared in the two top-tier ISIS forums, Flashpoint analysts 

approached this study by conducting a frequency analysis of the domains extracted from 

those links shared in the forums. The expectation was that such an analysis would reveal 

changes in the platforms used over time as various platforms became more or less permissive 

to the distribution of these materials. Indeed, the study revealed clear trends in both 

platforms used by these actors, and the tactics that they use to drive distribution and access 

to extremist materials. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In light of the ongoing efforts on the part of large technology companies to eradicate 

extremist content and associated accounts from their platforms, Flashpoint analysts 

conducted high-level research to determine what insights into Islamic State (ISIS, IS) 

propaganda distribution tactics could be derived from the Deep & Dark Web. Two key 

components to the success of ISIS’s information-warfare strategy include widespread 

distribution of propaganda materials, and access to multiple target audiences for the 

consumption of those materials. This research sought to better understand the former by 

conducting a frequency analysis of the domains associated with URLs shared by members of 

the two top-tier ISIS deep web forums, referred to here as Forum 1 and Forum 2.  

 

The results of this research provide some high-level insights into trends with regard to tactics 

used by ISIS and the group’s supporters to upload and distribute propaganda across the 

internet. Some platforms that were used in 2015 were no longer used in 2017, while others 

that were among the most popular in 2017 were not used at all in 2015. Additionally, there is 

evidence to suggest that propaganda distributors began to take deliberate actions to ensure 

that content would be available persistently. Finally, comments and threads from the forums 

provided anecdotal evidence that helped corroborate the trends derived from the data. 

 

Following from the understanding that official ISIS propaganda materials are typically 

uploaded to multiple content-hosting platforms, and that the URLs generated by those 
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platforms are then shared in the forums, analysts expected this research would reveal how 

the platforms used by ISIS and the group’s supporters have changed over time, and would 

also identify emerging trends that highlight platforms currently used by these actors. Analysts 

did not seek to distinguish between official and unofficial content, nor did they filter URLs 

pointing to non-ISIS content from the rest. While this introduces room for error in the data, 

our experience with looking at these forums on a daily basis led us to the premise that the 

overwhelming majority of the content shared in the forums is extremist content, official or 

otherwise, and the presence of URLs pointing to non-extremist content in the data would 

therefore not be enough to cause a significant change in the numbers. 

 

Because the forums have different levels of activity and daily active users, the two forums 

were analyzed separately. The dataset used for this research included all URLs posted to both 

forums between the period beginning January 2015 and ending December 2017. The initial 

sample was comprised of more than 290,000 URLs from Forum 1 and more than 730,000 URLs 

from Forum 2. However, many of the URLs in each set were duplicates as a result of content 

being reposted over time. Because this research was concerned with identifying the platforms 

used when a given piece of content was initially uploaded, only the first instance of a unique 

URL was counted, and subsequent instances of those URLs were discarded. Furthermore, to 

provide for the highest degree of accuracy, shortened URLs in the dataset were extended to 

reveal the full URLs to which they pointed, and those were also inspected for duplicates.  

 

Finally, a frequency analysis was generated using the domains extracted from the URLs in the 

two datasets. Each of the domains were counted in buckets based upon the month and year 

in which they were first shared. Additionally, because the forums experience varying levels of 

activity and availability over time, the frequencies of each domain were calculated as a 

percentage of the total number of URLs posted in a given month. Indeed, the trend lines 

derived from this analysis demonstrate that some platforms have decreased in relative 

popularity, while others have increased or remained relatively unchanged.  

 

 

ANALYSIS OF MOST FREQUENT DOMAINS 

 

Flashpoint analysts took the top 10 most frequently used domains in 2015, and looked at how 

the use of the associated platforms either changed or remained the same over time. 

Additionally, analysts took the top 10 most frequently used domains in 2017, and graphed 

their usage over the three years included in this study. The following table represents the 10 

most frequent domains seen in each of the two forums in 2015 and 2017, in descending 

order: 
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2015  2017 

FORUM 1  FORUM 2  FORUM 1  FORUM 2 

YouTube  Archive.org  Archive.org  Archive.org 

Archive.org  Twitter  YouTube  Google 

Justpaste.it  Justpaste.it  Almlf.com  YouTube 

Sendvid.com  YouTube  Google  Sendvid.com 

Gulfup.com  Sendvid.com  Sendvid.com  4Shared 

Dump.to  Dump.to  4Shared  Mail.ru 

Google  Google  Mail.ru  Almlf.com 

Mail.ru  Gulfup.com  Justpaste.it  Dailymotion.com 

Dailymotion.com  Top4top.net  Dailymotion.com  Userscloud.com 

Top4top.net  Sendspace.com  Userscloud.com  Dropbox.com 

 

Table 1. Most frequent domains by forum in 2015 and 2017. 

 

 

As the table indicates, some of the most recognizable content-hosting platforms across the 

internet have been leveraged by ISIS and pro-ISIS actors historically, and continue to be used 

today. Furthermore, while some of these have decreased in relative popularity, others have 

increased. The figures in Tables 2 and 3 indicate the representation of each of these domains 

by year, as a percentage of the total URLs shared that year in Forum 1 and Forum 2 

respectively: 
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FORUM 1 

  2015  2016  2017 

YouTube  23.37  8.06  9.88 

Archive.org  16.32  11.93  11.43 

Justpaste.it  7.90  11.35  3.30 

Sendvid.com  3.29  4.20  4.99 

Gulfup.com  1.87  0.01  0.25 

Dump.to  1.32  0.05  0.00 

Google  1.30  3.04  6.67 

Mail.ru  0.91  2.34  3.71 

Dailymotion.com  0.87  1.43  2.54 

Top4top.net  0.80  7.67  3.88 

4Shared  0.23  1.43  4.97 

Almlf.com  0.00  6.94  6.51 

Userscloud.com  0.24  1.95  2.40 

 
Table 2. Most frequent domains from 2015 and 2017, and their representation in Forum 1 as a percentage of 

the total unique URLs shared by year. 
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FORUM 2       

  2015  2016  2017 

Archive.org  18.76  12.67  14.29 

Twitter  15.23  0.44  0.80 

Justpaste.it  9.69  10.14  1.57 

YouTube  8.80  3.98  6.94 

Sendvid.com  4.92  4.45  6.77 

Dump.to  1.90  0.06  0.00 

Google  1.26  3.55  8.53 

Gulfup.com  2.16  0.03  0.38 

Top4top.net  2.65  10.84  3.26 

Sendspace.com  1.33  0.59  0.30 

4shared  0.86  1.91  6.70 

Almlf.com  0.00  8.91  3.59 

Dailymotion.com  0.91  1.62  3.41 

Userscloud.com  0.62  1.74  2.61 

Dropbox.com  0.19  0.08  2.46 

Mail.ru  1.08  2.56  5.18 

 
Table 3. Most frequent domains from 2015 and 2017, and their representation in Forum 2 as a percentage of 

the total unique URLs shared by year. 
 

 

As these numbers indicate, some of the services that were used most frequently in 2015 fell 

out of favor by 2017, such as Gulfup[.]com and Dump[.]to, while others have risen in 

frequency, such as Dropbox[.]com and Mail[.]ru. In addition, other platforms such as YouTube 

have seen a decline in overall frequency, but remain among the top 10 platforms from which 

URLs are shared to the top ISIS forums. Furthermore, the trends reveal other sites or services 

that gained favor among these actors for shorter periods of time, such as the website 
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Almlf[.]com. Arabic for “the file,” Almlf[.]com was used between January 2016 and August 2017, 

with a peak in March 2017. Although the site ranked in the top 10 most-used platforms in 

2017, most of that activity was captured in the first seven months of the year. By August 2017, 

the representation of that domain fell to near zero. Although we do not have specific 

information regarding the actions taken by Twitter or YouTube to eradicate extremist content 

from their platforms, it is likely that those efforts contributed to the decreased frequency of 

the associated domains in the dataset. 

 
 
ACHIEVING PERSISTENCE 

 
This research was concerned with identifying those platforms most frequently used by ISIS 

and the group’s supporters to distribute propaganda, and did not seek to identify the 

longevity of a given piece of content on a given platform. However, as a matter of logistics, the 

longer a piece of content remains available on a given platform, fewer resources are required 

to re-upload to the same or other hosting services. Although this research did not address the 

life of propaganda materials directly, some evidence that highlights tactics used by these 

actors emerged during the course of the study. 

 

ISIS and the group’s supporters have made effective use of the internet archive site 

archive[.]org, for example. Based upon the data reviewed by Flashpoint analysts, archive[.]org 

has been one of the top content-hosting providers used by these actors to upload and 

distribute materials throughout the three-year period that was reviewed. While a review of 

randomly selected archive[.]org URLs revealed that some of the content had been removed, 

other samples throughout the range of 2015 to 2017 remain active. According to the Internet 

Archive’s website, the organization seeks to catalogue the internet, similar to the way in which 

a library stores printed materials. While the site is meant to serve as a public good, enabling 

research and providing historic snapshots of digital materials, ISIS and the group’s supporters 

have taken advantage of the services provided by the organization to ensure long-term access 

to their propaganda and other extremist materials. 

 

Furthermore, the data indicates that in March 2016, forum members began posting links to 

web pages stored by archive[.]org’s website-archiving service. The use of this service has 

allowed the group to achieve persistence whenever content posted to a site such as 

justpaste[.]it is removed for violating terms of service. In addition, the data suggests that 

rather than waiting for these pages to be archived by the service’s web crawler, members are 

actively archiving pages after creating them. This is evidenced by links to archived sites 

appearing in the same post as the link to the original content. 
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REACHING TARGET AUDIENCES 
 
This research does not include evidence that would show a causative relationship between the 

relative decline or increase in the use of a particular platform. However, coupling the 

high-level insights into the content-hosting platforms used by ISIS and its supporters, 

anecdotal evidence from the same forums allows for some inferences that highlight some of 

the challenges and successes these actors have encountered with regard to access to target 

audiences. 

 

ISIS media units and supporters have made effective use of the encrypted messaging app 

Telegram for the distribution of propaganda materials. However, this platform provides access 

to a limited range of target audiences. From an information warfare perspective, access to 

target audiences to consume the messages is critical. In addition, the efficacy of the group’s 

propaganda program requires access to multiple target audiences, which broadly speaking, 

include the group’s supporters, potential supporters and audiences vulnerable to 

radicalization, and those who oppose the group. One can assume that supporters are likely to 

join Telegram groups and channels in order to obtain access to ISIS content, but the same 

assumption cannot be applied to non-supporters and those not actively seeking this content. 

Therefore, ISIS needs other platforms through which to spread propaganda. 

 

In particular, its primary propaganda distributor “Nashir News” has made several attempts to 

gain a foothold on other platforms, as well as to encourage supporters to establish accounts 

on other platforms to redistribute content. During 2017, the group attempted to establish 

accounts on Twitter and other social media platforms and aggregators. In addition, the group 

published messages to Telegram, appealing to supporters to establish Twitter accounts and 

redistribute materials. Despite these efforts, the accounts were typically closed within hours of 

their establishment.  

 

In the dataset that Flashpoint analysts analyzed, the frequency of URLs from Twitter posted to 

the ISIS forums declined sharply between January 2015 and January 2016. While we do not 

have specific evidence that shows a causative relationship between the decline in frequency 

and Twitter’s efforts to close these accounts and block the content, discussions in the forums 

suggest that the efforts have been effective. For example, in a post on Forum 2 in January 

2018, the thread author shared a screenshot of a tweet written in Arabic, which stated: 
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“Among the Islamic State’s greatest losses overall is the loss of 

what was called ‘Wilayat Twitter.’ And the group is still trying in 

vain to incite its supporters to return to Twitter…” 

 

This was accompanied by another screenshot (source unknown) that contained a message in 

Arabic, which used a derogatory nickname for ISIS saying: 
 

 
“Daesh activities on social media have decreased. 

2014: Average tweets 90 messages per minute 

2016: Average tweets 20 messages per minute” 

 
Also written in Arabic, the author of the post stated: 

 

 “We call upon you [supporters] day and night to return to Twitter…” 

 
In a response post, another actor wrote in Arabic: 

 

 “Brother, this task is impossible. I alone have had more than 120 

accounts closed on Twitter. Sometimes, three accounts were closed 

in the same day. Even though I was not as active as other 

accounts. What is the benefit of accounts that are closed an hour 

after they are opened?” 

 
As tech companies such as Twitter seek to disrupt the efforts of these actors to leverage their 

platforms, ISIS and the group’s supporters have also sought to find alternate means of 

distributing and providing access to their content. As an example, another actor on Forum 2 

authored a post on Jan. 3, 2018, with a title in English and Arabic that read “What is D.Tube?” In 

that post, the actor posted a description of the DTube video hosting service that included an 

explanation of the benefits of the platform: 
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D.Tube an experimental (https://github.com/dtube/production) 

web application built on top of the STEEM Blockchain and the IPFS 

peer-to-peer network. D.Tube aims to become an alternative to 

YouTube that allows you to watch or upload videos on IPFS and 

share or comment about it on the immutable STEEM Blockchain, 

while earning cryptocurrency doing it.  

 

Because of the decentralized nature of IPFS and STEEM, D.Tube is 

not able to censor videos, nor enforce guidelines. Only the users 

can, through the power of their votes and downvotes. 

 

A key benefit that a platform like this provides to a group such as ISIS is the protection from 

censorship. However, while the lack of censorship might make for a more permissive 

environment, the group still needs access to broader audiences than an emerging platform 

such as D Tube is likely to provide. 
 

 

CONCLUSION 
 
Because this research looks only at the URLs shared within the ISIS forums, it does not take 

into account the frequency with which ISIS and the group’s supporters post content to 

platforms from which the URLs were not shared. For example, a video or image posted to a 

supporter’s social media account might not have been shared within the forums, while a video 

posted to YouTube likely would have. Furthermore, this research does not consider the 

specific content itself, and therefore does not distinguish between official propaganda and 

other materials shared within the forums, such as a hacking tutorial or link to pirated 

software. However, this research demonstrates that despite the efforts of tech giants to 

eradicate extremist content from their platforms, ISIS and the group’s supporters have not 

only adapted to challenges, but have also continued to make use of the services provided by 

some of the companies leading the effort to eradicate this material. While this study does not 

take into account the window of time during which uploaded materials remain live on these 

platforms, the relative popularity of these services does suggest that the conditions are 

favorable to ISIS and the group’s supporters, whether for longevity of the content or ease of 

establishing accounts for distribution. 
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Additionally, as jihadists continue to make use of these or new platforms, the distribution of 

extremist propaganda over the internet creates a set of challenges for the companies that 

operate those platforms. One of these challenges presents itself in the form of actions, or 

threats of action, taken against these companies on the part of multiple governments around 

the world. Another challenge these companies face is the threat of action taken by 

independent groups or individuals who engage in anti-ISIS cyber campaigns. 

 

A number of hacktivist groups have taken it upon themselves to attack ISIS’s online presence. 

In one example, groups and individuals supporting the seemingly disorganized “OpISIS” 

campaign target accounts of suspected ISIS supporters on social media. This may include 

reporting accounts for content violations, or even attempts to hijack, or takeover, the 

accounts. However, these actors may also present direct risk to the platforms. A prime 

example of this occurred in 2015, when a group calling itself “AttackNodes” claimed credit for 

initiating a distributed-denial-of-service attack against archive[.]org, stating “Site is down for 

hosting a mayor [sic] amount of ISIS stuff.”  

 

In addition to the risk from hacktivist threat actors, content-hosting platforms also face risks 

from government entities. In December 2017 and January 2018, multiple European 

governments announced plans to tax or fine tech companies that do not remove extremist 

content from their platforms within the window of a government-mandated timeline. Such a 

tax has been proposed by the British government, while the German government proposed a 

heavy fine to be levied against these companies.  

 

In conclusion, as major companies offering internet-based services are taking more active 

measures to eradicate extremist content from their platforms, ISIS and the group’s supporters 

have demonstrated adaptability and resilience in their efforts to distribute propaganda and 

other extremist materials across the internet. Despite the efforts of these companies, ISIS has 

continued to make use of some of the most recognized names in the internet domain, while 

also finding other platforms that provide a permissive environment for these activities. As the 

war against ISIS continues, and the group experiences territorial losses, the internet is likely to 

grow in importance as a means of distributing propaganda, propagating the group’s ideology 

and growing its base of support. Increasing the efficacy of programs aimed at extinguishing 

ISIS’s online presence is an important goal from an organizational risk perspective, as well as 

the contribution of these efforts to the overarching fight to defeat ISIS. 
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ABOUT FLASHPOINT 

 

Flashpoint delivers Business Risk Intelligence (BRI) to empower business units and functions 

across organizations with a decision advantage over potential threats and adversaries. The 

company’s sophisticated technology and human-powered analysis enable enterprises and 

public sector organizations globally to bolster cybersecurity, confront fraud, detect insider 

threats, enhance physical security, assess M&A opportunities, and address vendor risk and 

supply chain integrity. 

 

For more information, visit www.flashpoint-intel.com or follow us on Twitter at 

@FlashpointIntel. 
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